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It is proved that corresponding to the frequency partition p = n, t n, + $ . . + IT,,,, p .* 3. there 
exists a forcibly pancychc dc:greti sequence if and only if (i) i 6 no s p -- ? and (ii) when p = 0 or 1 
(mod 4), the frequency partition is :xjt of the form p = 3 + 1 :- - . + 1. A simikr characterizatkn 
is given with regard to nontrivihll forcibly nonhamiltonian degree sequences. 
1. Intruductbn 
In this paper, by a graph, we always mean a finite undirected graph without 
loops, or multiple edges. Let a graph G have the degree sequen#:e 
m:d,,d I,..., d,,dz ,..., d, ,..., dm ,..., d,,, where d, is repeated PI, times and d, 2 I, 
d,#d,fori#j,1~i,j~m.{n,,n2 ,..., n,) is the frequency partition of the graph CT 
and as well as l\f rr [3]. We consider frequency partiiions p = nl + nr + * * * + n,. 
with n ,> nr 3 - - * 23 tr, 3 I. Chinn [3] proved that a compatible graphic sequence T 
(i.e. a graphic sequence T whos frequency partition is {n,, ~2,. . . , n, )) exists if ancl 
only if nI ss 2. A graph having a given sequence T as its degree sequence is said to 
be a realization of n. For a ready reference we give some knou, 7 resuhs which are 
frequently used in our proofs. A graphic sequence of length p is sa\id lo be /orci& 
pancyclic if Gvery realization of it has cycles af all lengths n, 3 g n 6 p. 
Theorem A (Erdiis and Gallai (5, for an English version see 6, p. 9)). Lel 
m = (d,, . . . , d,,) be a partifion of 29 into p .3 1 parts, d, 3 d2 3 * * * 3 d,. Then n is 
graphic if and ody if for each integer r, I Q r G p - 1, 
2 di s r(r - 1) + im$, min{r. d,j. 
WC will refer to this condition as Erdiis-CJallai candition. 
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Thearem B (Schmeichel and I-Iakimi [S]). A graph G with degree sequence 
(d ,,....d,,) where dI s*..>d, such that dP..~+I~k <p/2 implies dk,lzp-k, is 
either pancyclic or is a hantibonian bipartite graph. 
We use the Theorem B when we claim a graphic sequence to be forcibly 
pancyclic. 
Theawem C (Koren 173). Suppose equality holds in the Erdiis-Gailai condition for a 
nanirrreasing graphic sequence d,, d2, . . . , d,, for some r, 1 s r s p. lf d,+, > r, let k be 
suchthetd, >rrdL+,. Ifd,+,srletk = r. For a realization G of the sequence, let the 
vertex q be of degree d,. Let X = {v,, . . . , u,}, Y = (v,++. . . , a), Z = {uk+,, . . . , q,}. 
Th in any realization of the degree sequence the induced subgruph (X) is the 
ccmplete graph, (Z) is the empty graph and if Y # g, then the bipartite graph between 
.‘r’ and Y is complete, and the bipartite graph between Y and Z is empty. 
Consider a set of vertices (A,, . . . , A, ; B ,,. . . ,B,} and the graph B(s, t) on this 
set where (A II.. . , A, j is the complete graph of order s, (&, . . . , B,) is the empty 
graph of order t and Ai is joined to Bj if and only if j 3 i, 16 i s s. Suppose Ai’S : 
and B,‘s are mutually disjoint sets, IA, 1 = xi, 1 l3,[ = yj, 16.i s s, 1 s j s t. The graph .: 
on the set of vertices A U B where A = U:=, Ai, B = ui_, I& and where {A) is the ” 
complete graph of order x = x1 + * a * + x, and (B) is the empty graph of order : 
y=yr+ . * * + y, and ab is a tine where a E At, b E Bj if and only if Ai L?i is a line in :j 
B(s, I) will be denoted by B(s, t) (xl,. . .,x,; 
x + y _ 1 _ ~;~:+l.rl 
y l,..., y ) The degree of u is ! 8 * 
yi for u E Ai* The degree of u is ,??” xi for o E B J’ 
2. Frequency partitions of forcibly pancyclir sequences 
Theorelrr 2.1. Lef p 3 3. Corresponding to the frequency partition p = 
n,-tnr+*-* t n,,, there exists a forcibly pancyclic degree sequence if md only if (i) 
1smsp-2and (ii)whenp= 0 or 1 (mod 4), the frequency partition is not of the 
form p =3tl+.-at 1. 
We will prove a sequence of lemmas which will lead to a proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.2. Corresponding to the frequency partition p = 3 + 1+ - * - + 1 there exists 
a forcibly pancyclic degree sequence if and only if p = 2 or 3 {mud 4). 
Prod. It can be easily seen that, when p = 0 or I (mod 4) then in every graphic 
sequence with frequency partition 3 + 1+ l e % + 1, degrees zero or one are present 
and consequently the reatizationg cannot be hamiftonian and hen& cannot be : 
pancyclic. +; ‘C, ;$ 
Conversely let p = 4t f 2 or 4t c 3. It is shown in [2) that the degree sequence 3 
-2 
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p-I&-Z,..., p-r,p-t-l,p-r-l,p-f-1,...,2isgraphicift~O.Ifr=0, 
then 2, 2, 2 is a graphic sequence. Since rhere is a vertex of degree p - 1 there is a 
triangle in every realization and hence no realization is biparatite. By Theorem B 
the degree sequence is forcibly pancyclic. 
Lemma 2.3. Corresponding to the frequency partition p = n + 1 + - - - + I, n a 4, 
there mists a forcib,‘y pancyclic degree sequence. 
Proof. For p = n the degree sequence of the complete graph KP is forcibly 
pancyclic. For p = n t ! the degree sequence p - 2,p - 2,. . . , p - 2.2 is a solution. 
Forp=n-tl+l, thedegrepsequencep-!,p-2,p-2,...,p--2,3works. Ler 
p=n+1+1+1.~edegreesequencer-Z,p-3,p-3,...,p-3,3,2isgraphic. 
A graph with this degree seqflence can be constructed by taking K, - ab where ab is 
an edge of K,, taking three new vertices x, y, z and joining x to a and 6, y to x and 
z and z to all the vertices Df K,,. This degree sequence is obviously forcibly 
pancyclic, 
Far p = n t Zt, t ~3, corresponding to the fr;querioy partition p = 
n-+1+.** +I the degree sequence n+2r-l,nt2t-Z,...,ntr,n+t-1, 
n t t - I,. . . F n + t - 1, t t 2, t -t- 1,. . . ,3 where n t I - I is repeated n times is 
graphic and is forcibly pancyclic. A graph with this degree sequence can be 
constructed from B(r+1,t)(9,...,1,n;1,1.....1) by adding a cycle on the I 
vertices of the set B. 
For p = n + 1 + 1 I- 1 t 1 we do a simi1a.r ConstrucCion where instead of a cycle on 
Z3 we have only one edge in (I?) and the degree sequence is 
nt3,nt2,ntf,n+I,II.. _n+l,3,2 
which is forcibly pancylic. 
For p =n+2ttl, t&2 wv do a similar construction starting from 
B(t + I, t)(l,. . ., 1, n; 1,2,. . . , 1) except hat at the end we lake a new vertex x and 
include it in the cycle on B whi n t 3 3 and when t = 2 join it to both the vertices of 
B. The degree sequence is 
~+2t-l,ne2r-2,.*.,n+f,ntt-I,ncr-1,... ,n +r--1, 
t-t-Z,t+l, .*., 3,2, 
which is forcibly pancyclic.  
Lemma 2.4. Corresponding to the frequency purtition p = 8 + 8 + * + * + 6, B 2 2, 
p 3 4, there exists a forcibly puncyclic degree sequence. 
Prwf. Suppose that the number of parts M in the partition of p is even. M = ZC:. 
For B 34 consider the grnph obtained from B(k, k )(& 8,. . . , 0; 0, 0, . . . ,@) by 
adding a hamiltonian cycle on the vertices of B. The degree sequence of this graph 
is 
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(6k - 1 + @(Ok + 2),(ek - 8 t 2), . . . ,(28 + 2), (9 -f- 21, 
where throughout this paper the paranthesis used in the degree sequences will 
mean that each of the degree Is repeated a suitable number of times, in this case 
each 6 times. Note that Ok - I + 8 ‘Y 8k -I- 2 since 8 > 3. The degree sequence is 
forcibly pancyclic. 
For the frequency partition p = 2 + 2 f * * * + 2 with again m = 2k consider the 
graph obtained from B(k, k) (2,2, :. . ,2; 2,2,. . . , 2) by adding a hamiltonian cycle 
on the vertices of B. This is the same construction as above. The degree sequence df 
the graph is 
(2k-l+2k),(2k-1+2k-2) ,..., (2k+2),(2k-1+2),(2k) ,..., (41, 
which is forcibly pancyclic. We note: that 2k + 2 is in Fact he degree of a vertex in B, 
whereas 2k - 1+ 2 is that of a vertex in A,, and we have underlined these degrees in 
writing the above degree sequence to point this out. 
For the frequency partition p = 3 + 3 + - - - + 3 with again M = 2k, consider the 
graph B(k, k)(3,3,. . , ,3; 3,3 , . . . ,3) and. add a hamiltonian cycle on only the 
vertices of B - Bk. The degree sequence of this graph is 
(3k -3+2),(3k -6+2),...,(3+2), 
which is forcibly pancyclic. 
Next let m be odd, m = 2k f 1. When 8 2 3 consider the graph constructed 
above foj p - 8 = B + - - . + @, add a set Ak+l of 9 new vertices, join them to all the 
vertices cif A and also among themselves. Next join these 8 new vertices in a 
one-one manner to the 8 vert%es of B,, The degree sequence of the graph so 
obtained is 
This is forcibly pancyclic. 
When 8 = 2, and m = 23, + 1 with k b 2 the degree sequence of the graph 
obtained from B(k + 1, k)(2,2,. . . ,2; 2,2,. . . ,2) by including a hamiltonian cycle 
in B is forcibly pancyclic. If k = 1, then 5,5,4,4,3,3 is a required ORC. 
PEVH#. Suppose m = 2k. Consider tF,c graph 
B(k, k)(n,, &, nj,. . . , nk+,; ntkr hk+. . *, nk.2, ns). 
‘, 
.’ 
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(x - 1 + y). (x - 1 + y - &k).(X - 1 + y - n:k - tt:k 1). . . . . 
(X-,lfnz),(x),(x-~~+,)r(X-nk+,--IL),...,(n,). 
Sincf2 nra2, p34, nJ>flirt, n,+n3>n2k+n2L., and x - 1 t y = p - 1. etc.. it 
follows that the above. degree sequence is forcibly pancyclic. 
Suppose m = 2k -f 1.) k a 1. Suppose n L +z 2 2. The degree sequence of the graph 
B(k -+ 1, k)(nJ, n3, n4,. . a, nk+2; n-k +,, n?k,. . . t&+7, nl) is 
(X-1+y)t(X--~y-n2~4,),...t(X-1+~f’)r 
(X-1),(X--k+z),(X--k.~-nk.,) ,-.., (n,). 
This is forcibly pancyclic. If nk ,? = I and n2 = 2, we add an edge on the two vertices 
of Bk in the above graph and if n k +z = 1 and n, 3 3 we add a hamiltonian cycle c?n 
the nz vertices of R, in the above graph. We observe that in these two cases the two 
degrees (x - l), (x - nkcz) underlined in the above degree seiuence get modified 
suitably and interchange their positions. However, these modified degree se- 
quences are also forcibly pancyclic. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof of Theorem 2.1 now follows from 
through 2.5. 
Lemmas 2.2 
3. Frequency partitions of nontrivial forcibly nonhamiltonian degree sequences 
By a ‘nontrivial’ degree sequence we will mean here one with minimum 
degree > 1. 
Proposition 3.1. Cmresponding to the frequency partition p = n, + n2 + - - . -t- n,, 
nz B 2 there exists u nontrivial fmibly nonhamiitanian degree sequence. 
Proof. Suppose m is even, M. =: 2k. Consider’the graph B(k, k) in!,. . . ; n,, . . . , n,) 
where in the blanks any ni’s i 2: 1, -, 3 3, can be inserted so that all n,‘s are covered. 
Let 7r be the degree sequence of this graph, Observe that in T there are precisely n 1 
vertices of degree p - 1 and nl vertices of degree n3 which are obviously joined to 
only vertices of degree p - 1 in any realization of T. Since n, b n, and pf n, + ni. it 
foilows that rr has minimum degree > 1 and is forcibly nonhamiltonian. 
Next suppose M is odd na = L 3k + 1. It can be seen as before that the degree 
vquence of the graph G = B(k + 1, k) (&, . . ., n4; nl,. . . , &) is a required one if 
r&+32. If pT,= I. then we modify G by adding a cycle on a11 the n2 vertices of Bk if 
n3 B 3 or by &ding a line on the two vertices of & if n: = 2. The degree sequcrlcc 
of this modified graph is a required one. 
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Proposition 3‘2. Corresponding to the frequency purlition p = nl -k nz + 1 + - - * + 1, 
It2 3r 2, n, 2 3 and m B 4 there exists a nditrrivial forcibly nonhamiitoniwt degree 
sequence. 
Proof. Suppose m is even, m r 2k. Consider the graph G = 
rr(k,k)r(I,. . ., 1; n1,. . ., n$. In G we join the singleton vertices of A, to Bi-1, for 
i d k and the single vertex of A, to one or two vertices of B, according to the 
parity of nl f n2 and then add a l-factor on the remaining vertices of B, lJ Bk which 
are even in number. The degree sequence of this resulting graph has only on@ 
vertex of degree p - 1 and n: 2 3 vertices of degree two, Consequently no 
realization of this degree-sequence is hamiltonian. 
Suppose m is odd, arz = 2k -t 1. Consider the graph G = 
B(k, k)(l,. . ., 1; ni,. . . , n2). Take a new point and join it to all the vertices of G 
except he two vertices in A, U A,. Call this graph H. The degree sequence n of H 
has a unique veztex 3f maximum degree p - 2 .and nl vertices of degree two. 
Suppo;r nr a 4. If a realization is hamiltonian then after deleting the unique 
maximum degree vertex the remaining graph must have a hamiltonian path, a 
contradiction since there will be at least three vertices of degree one in the reduced 
graph. Suppose nl = nz = 3 and that w has a hamiltonian realization. Delete a 
hamiltonian cycle from this realization and the resulting graph has three isolated 
vertices. Remove these isolated vertices. The degree sequence of the resulting 
gmph is 3-perfect of Type II but is not graphic as shown in (23 which is a 
contradiction. If nI = 3, nr = 2 consider again the graph 0. Take a new point and 
join it to zll the vertices of G except he two vertices in Bk. Put an edge on the two 
vcrlices of B,. Since there is a unique vertex of degree p - I and three vertices of 
degree two the result follows. 
PtapoaItIon 3.3. Corresponding to the frequency par&M p = nl + n2 + 1, nt * 3, 
nm L 2, p 3 7, there exists a nontrivial forcibly nrtnhomiltcmian degree sequence. 
Proof. Suppose n 2 33. When at least one oY’ n,, n2 is even, then p - 1, 
3 . . ,3,2,. . . ,2 is a required degree sequence. When both nl, nz are odd and 
p’i3t3+1, then p-2,3,...,3,2 , . . . ,2 is a required degree sequ&ce where 3 
occurs n2 times and 2 occurs nl times. If p = 7 then 6,4,4,4,2,2,2 is a required 
degree sequence. Suppose n2 = 2. If ::ow nl is even, then p - 1,3,3,2,. . ,2 is a 
solution whereas if nl is odd and nl 2 4, then p - 2,3,3,2,. . . ,2 is p soiutioa. 
Remark. The Proposition 8 fails for p = 6 = 3 + 2 + 1. 
Prop&km 3.4. Correspondirtg to the frequency partion p = nr + n2, nz ) 2 there 
exists a nontrivial fo&bly ncmhamilt&,zn degree- s&queraee if and only Jf vi1 =Z nz. 
Proof, The degree sequence of the graph B(1, l)(n,; n,) is a saluticm when n1 ;3* n2, 
.’ 
suppose n1 1”1 n: = n, Then every compatible graphic degree scyuencc hau a 
hamiltonian realization, Suppose .X and y are the two degrees involved. Let x > y. 
If y 9 n then the sequence satisfies the condition of the Theorem B. If y i: n rhcn 
the realization consisting of the vertex set V =: A U B, 1.4 1 = I I? 1 = n. a regular 
hamiltonian bipartite graph of regularity y between A and B together with a 
regular graph of degree x - y on A gives a requited counter example. Note that x 
snd y are of the same parity if n is odd. Also x - y G R - 1. 
Remark. It can be easily checked that corresponding to the frequency partition 
p=2+2+1+ m l * + 1. p 6 6 every nontrivial compatible degree sequence is forci- 
bly hamiltonian. For p = 7 corresponding to the frequency partition p = 
2 + 2 + 1 + f ” I the only compatible nontrivial graphic sequences are 6,s. 5,4,3,X 2 
and 6.6, S,4, !. 3.2 and 6,s. 4,4.3.2,2. The first two are forcibly pancyclic. For the 
third degree sequence there exists a hamiltonian realization and there also exists a 
nonhamiitonian realization. 
Proposition 3Sa Cowespmding to the frequmcy partition p = 2 f 2 + 1 + * + b + 1, 
p a 8, there exist,~ n ioont~ivial degree sequence which is forcibly nonharniltonian. 
ProoL Suppose p = 48. The degree sequence 
@):p--l,p-2,..., 8+2,8-k I,84 I.&&t;-- I*..., 2 
gives a required solution. We give a recursive construction to show that a(O) is 
graphic. When $ = 2, it can be directly checked that the degree sequence 
7,6,5,4,3,3,2,2 is graphit. Suppose ~(8) is graphic. Let G(O) be a realization. 
Take four new vertices .x~,x~,x~, xq. Join each of x~,.x~. x1,x4 to every vertex of 
degree B 28 of G(8) which are 28 in number. Join xl to x?. x4 and to one of the 
vertices OF degree 0 C 1 of G(9). Join x: to one of the vertices of degree 8 of G(O). 
The resutting graph has o(O .: I) as its degree sequence. In a(O) equahty holds in 
, 
the Erd&-Gailai condition for r = 28 and hence by Theorem C which described 
the internal structure of G(8) it can be seen that n(O) is forcibly ttonhamittonian. 
Next suppose p ~4483-2. The degree sequence T(8):p-l,p-2,...,~~+. 
d+2,8+1,0,8,6-I,...,2 isa reqtiiredone. ,I similar recursive construction as 
above works. 
When p = 48 + 1, a required degree s:quence is p(e): p - 1.p -- 2.. . . . 0 + 2, 
8-! 1,8+1,0,8,8-I)... * 2. T;or a recursive construction in this case, however. ~1% 
take x1x2, x1x3, x,x4, x2x, as the edges in (x1, x2, x3, xd) and proceed in a similar way. 
For p = 48 -I- 3, a required degree sequence is P(O) : p - I, p -- 2. . . . . (1 -+ 3. 
6, + 2,8 f 2, c1 + 1, i?, fl, 0 - 1, * . * , 2 and the recursive construction is similar to that 
for @(d). 
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Proof.(i) Let p=6?+1, fal. We show that the degree sequence sI = 
(it- t,6r -2,..., r+2,r~l,f+l,r+l,t+l,r, . . . . 2 is graphic. Consider the fol- 
lowing degree sequence s: of order 6t S::6r-l.&-2 ,..., 3t+ 1,3t,3t. 
31-l (..., t_;l,t I..., 2,l. Behzad and Chartrand [I] have shown that s : is graphic 
and that there is a unique realization G(s:). Further in this unique realization, tht: 
two vertices of degree 3t are adjacent and they are each joined to the (3t - i) 
vertices with highest degrees. Delete one vertex of degree 34 in G(s7). Let uI, v2 
and us be three new vertices. Join v, to the f vertices with highest degrees in G(sT), 
c2 to the next c-vertices with highest degrees in G(st) and v3 to the following f 
vertices with highest degrees in G(s:). Let H * be the realization thus obtained. In 
H* delete rthe vertex of degree 1 and join the vertex v1 by an edge to the vertex to 
which the vertex of degree one was adjacent in H*. Join v, to vs by 33 edge. The 
resulting graph has sI as its degree sequence. The sum of thte first 3t terms is 
Or’+ i t(3r - 1) whereas that of the last 3r + I terms is $(9t” f 3f j -i- 2. Let A be the 
set of vertices with first 3r degrees and B that with the last 3t + 1 degrees. It follows 
that in every realization G of s! there has to be at least 6(9tZ + 3r) lines with one end 
point in A and the other end point in B. Hence the induced subgraph {B) can have 
at most one line. If there is no line in (B) then from /A I= 3t, f I3 I= 3t + 1 it follows 
that G is nonhamiltonian. If (B) has a line then {A) = K3, and in the bipartite 
graph between A and B the degree of one of the vertices in A is one. If G is 
hamiltonian then every hamiltonian cycle has to contain the unique line e f: b,b, 
say of CS). Now, the number of vertices of B other than b,, b2 is 3r -- 1 and /A / = 3t. 
Consequently, on every hamiltonian cycle the vertices adjacent o any vertex of A 
have to be from the set B. Since one of the vertices of A has degree one in the 
bipanite graph this is not possible. Hence sI is a nontrivial forcibly nonhamiltonian 
dcgrcl: sequence. 
(it) Lrt 2 = 6r + 2, f 2 1. It can be directly checked that the following degree 
%cque:nce 
S: : 6r, Ot - 1 . . . ..t-e2.r+I.r+l,rtl,t~l,s ,...) 2 
is gr;:rphic. Let A be the set of vertices with first 3t + I degrees and B that with the 
last .ir f 1 degrees. as before it ca,r be seen that (B) has at most one iine in any 
reaI?iation. If (B) is the empty graph then there is a vertex in A whose degree in 
tht: bipartite graph is at most one. Consequently such a realization cannat be 
harrliltonian. If (19) has a line then {A} = K3r+E and there are two wtices in A with 
dqrees zero and elm respectively in the bipartite graph. In this ~stse tm it can bc 
w.:n that ti.- :re cti:C;not be a hamiltonian cycle. 
[iii) Let p = 6 I+- 3. t 3 1. In s3, t + 1 is the repeated egree, Q + I is the missing 
dr:gree, i A i = 3r + 1, 1 B I= 3t + 2. Also (A) has to be K3I+k and,@? has to &the 
anpty graph of crder 3t + 2. Hence .s3 is a nontrivial forcibly nonham&&an 
dqree sequence. 
hj Let b = 61 t 4, t L 1. The qissing degree for ss is 49 + 2 and tlte Fqeatd 
ret is again t ..- 2,~A~=3t+2-/Bf,(A)=K?lr+2and(B)-istheettmgtyg~~hcs9 
: ,, 
‘. 
. ‘, ” 
I 
-_ ,I.,-, _, ’ [ .,;; ,: .‘,, 
., .(<‘> 
,. : : ,. 
order 3f -i L. Consequently s4 is a nontrivial forcibly nonhamiltoniar! degree 
sequence. 
(v) Let p = br : 5, t 3 1. The missing degree is 6r + 4 and the repeated dcgrec is 
tf 1 in .F+ jA!=3t+2, jBj=3r+3,{A)= Kl,+- , (B) is the empty graph of order 
3t -i-2. 
(vi) Let p = 6t + 6, I 2 2, In sh the missing degree is 6t t 5 and rhe repeated 
degree is f d- 1. {A) = L3 and (B) is the empty graph of order 3r 6 3. 
For p = 5 the degree sequence 4.2 ,2,2,2 which is uniquely reaIizable and 
nonhamiltoniar, is an answer. For p = 6 we have the degree sequence 
which is also uniquely realizable and nonhamittonian. 
5,3.2.2,2.2 
The proof of Proposition 3.6 is now complete. 
Proposition 3.7. Corresponding to the frequency parfirio,n p J= n + 1 + - - - + 11 with 
na:J,p-nb2: ‘her; exisfs a nonrriviaiforcibly nonhamiltonian degree sequence. 
Proof. If n = 4 Proposition 3.6 gives the existence of a rec_ui,red degree sequence. 
Let n >4. Let 0’ = p - (n - 4). Let p’ = 6r i- x, 1 d * : 6. Write s,, I d x s 6 of 
Proposition 3.6 as 
S,:d,.& ,..., dt+l,d,+l ,... ~t-t3,t+2,i+l,f+~.r;l,~+I,t, ” . . ..-. 
Consider the degree sequence s,. Consider a realization (3, of .s.,. Take II - 4 new 
vertices and jcrn each of it to the I + i vertices of highest degrees of G, to get the 
graph Gp which has S, as its degree sequence, where S, is 
S, : /I, :- (n - 4), dz + (n - 41,. . . . d,,, + (n - G), d,,.:. . . . , I + 2. 
r+l,..., r+t,t ,... ,2, 
where t t. 1 is repeated n times. Considering the set A of vertices with’ first 
3&3t f 1,3r + 1,3r + 2,3t f 2,3t + 3 degrees respectively corresponding to x = 
1,2,3,4,5,6 and using arguments imilar to those in Proposttion 3.6 it can be seen 
that S, is a nontrivial forcibly nonhamiltonian degree seque.lce. 
Pmpdtion X8. Corresponding to rhe frequen?y partition p = (p - 1) + 1. p 2 5. rherr 
exists a nontri&i farcibly nonhamiltonian degree sequence. 
Pr&, When p is odd we have p - 1,2,. . . ,2 and when p is even w:c have 
p-2,2,...,2. 
propositiun 3.9, Carreq onding co rhe frequency ,vtirtition p = p% p 2 19, there ~x!.srs rl 
con?u?cted nunkamibob%i~rn regufur gra,vh nf order p with regularity > 1. 
FRYI&, For .p = $0, the graph in &a. I is an example. For p > 1 I, take K, and :i 
4-regular graph H of order p - 5. Tam 9 a new point on an edge of H and join it tc~ 
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any two vertices of KS and then delete the edge in I& joining these two vertict.;. The 
graph so obtained has a cut-vertex and hence is nonhamiltanian. 
We remark that there is always a hamiltonian regular graph of regularity 3 1. 
PropositCon 3.10. Letp = 2 or 3 (mod 4), p zs 6. Then corresponding to#he frequency 
partitionp=3+1+-•* + 1 there exists a wntriuiaJ forcibly nonhamiltonian degree 
sequence. 
Proof. It is known [2] that when p = 2 or 3 (mod 4), say, p = 4r + 2 or p = It + 3. 
then the degree sequence where zero and one are the missing degrees and c f 1 is 
repeated thrice are graphic. It can 5e directly checked that equality holds in the 
Erdiis-Galtai condition for r = 2t + 1.. Consequently in any realization of these 
degree sequences the induced subgraph on the 2t -i- 1 vertices corresponding to first 
2t c 1 degrees has to be # ZrrI and that OR the remaining vertices is the empty graph. 
Since in the corresponding bipartite graph degree one occurs, it indeed follows that 
these degree sequences are forcibly nonhamniltonian. 
These Propositions give us ultimately the following characterization. 
Theorem 3.11. Let p 2 8, m -2 2. Corresponding to the frequency partition p =: 
nl+n2+-- -+n,#2+1++.- + 1, there exists a nontrivial forcibly nonhamilronian 
degree sequence if and only if either m zs 3 and for p = 3 f I I- * - q + 1, p = 2 or 3 
(mod 4) or m = 2 and nl > n2. 
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